Nepal Honeymoon Tour

Overview
Our Nepal Honeymoon Tour Package is expertly designed- handpicked hotels, flawless
travel arrangements + Unique Nepal itineraries. Our Honeymoons above the cloud
exclusive Grand package combines the ancient city of Nepal, we comfort above the
Clouds at super Luxury Hotel/Resort nestled in the foothills of Nepal Himalaya. We also
explore the south Asian finest Wildlife Safari trip at chitwan National park, boating at Lake
City Pokhara and romantic dinner around Lake Site. With seven continents, countless
countries, the decision making can seem daunting for the couple. However, there is No
doubt that Nepal is Perfect place for Honeymooner and luxury traveler. Guide Nepal
Holidays offer you the best super Luxury honeymoon tour package that will be trip of
lifetime experience.
On this our super Luxury Nepal honeymoon tour Package. We accommodate you at The
Dwarik’s Hotel in Kathmandu, the most well known name Built upon a rich tradition of
Nepali hospitality and incorporating some of the country’s most exquisite architectural
traditions, The Dwarika’s Hotel in Kathmandu is an authentic experience of Nepal’s
ancient cultural heritage.
In Dhulikhel, We Comfort at Dwarika’s Resort Dhulikhel is a holistic lifestyle retreat,
drawing on ancient Himalayan knowledge and philosophy of care for nature and for one’s
self. Set in magnificent natural surroundings, In Chitwan the country’s most visited
national park. We comfort at KASARA RESORT an oasis of simple luxury in nature.
KASARA is located on the borders of Chitwan National park, a UNESCO World Heritage
site. The essence of Kasara’s design is a blend of simple luxury in a lush and natural
jungle environment. In Pokhara you stay at Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge: This sits on
top of a small mountain overlooking the Pokhara valley. From here there are fabulous
views of the whole Annapurna and Fishtail Range.
Are you looking for Super Luxury tour Package/ best honeymoon tour Package in Nepal?
If your answer is yes, then this package becomes your Perfect choice & more enjoyable
as you stay on best super Luxury resort/ Hotels during whole tour. Our Nepal Super
Luxury Honeymoon Tour is really very popular as we will require the booking at least 3
months before departure.

Itinerary Details
Day 01 : Arrive In Kathmandu - Super Luxury Hotel
Arrive At International Airport Kathmandu. Upon arrival met & welcome by representative
from Guide Nepal Holidays, assist and transfer to the Hotel. Free days, tour discussion
with Guide and Manager Overnight at Hotel. Transportation by Car.
Day 02 : Full Day Kathmandu City Sightseeing- Super Luxury Hotel
A.M.: Sightseeing tour of Kathmandu city including the old Durbar square -protected as an
UNESCO world Heritage Site, Old Royal Palace, the Temple of the Living Goddess as
well as Kasthamandup - a temple built from a single tree from which the city of
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Kathmandu derives its name. Swayambhunath - the oldest Buddhist shrine, looking east
from here one can see the entire Kathmandu valley spread out below. P.M.: Sightseeing
tour of Pasupatinath Temple - the most sacred of the Hindu temples in Nepal dedicated to
Lord Shiva built in 1696. Pasupatinath draws thousands of pilgrims every year and
devotees from all over the world. We continue on to Boudhanath - the world's largest
stupa, it looms 36 meters high and presents one of the most fascinating specimens of
stupa design. Pasupatinath and Boudhanath are also listed in the UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
Day 03 : Patan-Baktapur Tour- Drive To Dhulikhel -Super Luxury Hotel
We continue on for sightseeing tour of Patan city - the city of architecture and fine arts
founded in 250 AD, previously known as Lalitpur. It is sometimes called the "Town with a
Thousand Golden Roofs". Here one visits the Durbar Square, Royal baths, Mahaboudha,
Krishna Mandir and Hirayani Mahabharata Temple (the Golden Temple). We will also visit
the Tibetan Handicraft Centre at Jawalakhel to watch carpet weaving. Early morning view
sunrise. After breakfast start drive to Dhulikhel. Dhulikhel - this scenic and ancient town is
situated 30 Kms east of Kathmandu on the Arniko highway. From here one can have a
complete panoramic view of the snowy ranges of the Himalayas. After Lunch, we will
going to visit Namobuddha ( a holy Buddhist Monastery and place of self sacrifice by
Buddha), it is about 1 hour further drive by CAR but due to little poor road conditions, we
have to walk little bit if necessary.
Day 04 : Dhulikel Drive To Kathmandu-Fly To Chitwan- Super Luxury Hotel
The guests will be met by our naturalist at Bharatpur Airport and transferred by jeep or
coach to Kasara Resort, which is 18 kms south from the airport. Upon arrival at Resort,
the guests will be met and briefed by the Guest Relation Officer (GRO) regarding the park
and the programs available. Lunch will be followed by a choice of activities arranged for
you. Later in the afternoon, the guests will be taken for elephant safari or nature walk
depending on the time of arrival at the Resort. Those on elephant safari can penetrate
deep into the jungle for viewing and photographing wildlife and those on a jungle walk can
experience the abundant bird life and the flora and fauna of the park. The area from
Kasara to Sukhebar is considered as the best area, where chances of seeing bison
(Gaur), sambar deer and Royal Bengal Tiger is very high compare to other area of
Chitwan National Park. If you are lucky you may see the elusive Royal Bengal Tiger both
on nature walk as well as on elephant safari. In the evening before dinner, the slide
presentation about the flora and fauna of Chitwan National Park will be organized by our
well trained senior naturalists. This will be time when the guests can gather more
information about the flora and fauna of Chitwan National Park. Overnight at the Deluxe
Kasara Resort
Day 05 : Chitwan National park
Early morning guests will be mounted on elephant back and taken for a jungle safari for 23 hours penetrating through dense grasslands to view wildlife in their natural habitat. This
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grass commonly known as elephant grass is dense and grows to a height of 18-20 ft. It is
the favorite habitat for rhinoceros and other mammals. After breakfast, you are taken to
our elephant stables where a senior naturalist briefs about the interesting and
unbelievable habits of elephant. Here one may witness the rare scene of the elephants at
bath. Lunch at the Kasara Resort In the afternoon you may choose to relax around the
resort or take a drive through the jungles in four wheel drive jeep followed by a canoe ride
down the Rapti River. The river ride provides opportunity of viewing the Gharial crocodiles
as well as the mugger crocodiles, fresh water dolphins, otters and varieties of water birds.
OR You may also feel like going for a nature walk or birding with one of our naturalists to
know more about the flora of the Chitwan National Park. Those on canoe ride are taken
back to the resort four wheel drive jeep from the end-point. Overnight at the Deluxe
Kasara Resort
Day 06 : Chitwan- Pokhara (City Of Mountains, Lakes & Caves)
After Breakfast, You will drive to Pokhara. It is about 5 hrs scenic drives by bank of
popular Trisuli River. Transfer to Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge, an exclusive retreat set
on a spectacular hilltop ridge a thousand feet above the Pokhara Valley. A stay here
offers the opportunity to revel in magnificent panoramic views of the Annapurna skyline,
including the fish-tailed peak of Machapuchare and three of the world’s 8,000-meter
Himalayan peaks: Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, and Manaslu. The afternoon is free to relax or
enjoy a hike in the area. Overnight at Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge.
Day 07 : Pokhara
Today, choose from full- or half-day guided hiking options, or non-hiking activities. Explore
rhododendron and oak forests, farmlands, and gentle valleys, and visit villages where
you’ll enjoy great cultural encounters—a highlight of your stay. Sightseeing, country
drives, and spa services are also available. See details on Activity Options below.
Overnight at Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge...BLD
Day 08 : Pokhara-Kathmandu
AM: Transfer to airport fly Pokhara / Kathmandu. Transfer to hotel. Free in Kathmandu for
just relax or last minute shopping etc... get around etc..
Day 09 : Departure
Free day until Airport time, you have to leave Airport at least 3 hrs in Advance for
Checking! Drive to Airport by car and Tour End!
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